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Abstract

In a proxy blind signature scheme, there is an integration of the properties as well as advantages of both
signature schemes namely proxy signature and blind signature. The concept of this signature scheme with
a salient feature that, it allows a designated person say proxy signer to sign on behalf of original signer,
in such a way that he/she neither has any idea about the content of the message, nor he/she can make
a linkage between the signature and the identity of the requester. Therefore, it is very suitable and easily
adoptable for electronic commerce, e-cash applications. Recently, Pradhan and Mohapatra et al.’s claims that
their proposed signature scheme satisfies all the properties mandatory for a proxy blind signature scheme.
Unfortunately, their scheme fails to fulfil the unlinkability property. To overcome with this weakness, an
improved proxy blind signature scheme is presented with the same intractable problem ECDLP. The analysis
shows that the new scheme resolves the problem in the former scheme and meets all the aspects of security
features needed by proxy blind signature scheme. The analytic results prove that the new scheme is more
secure and practicable.
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1 Introduction

David Chaum [1], presented the concept of blind signature in 1983, which allows the signature requester
to have a given message signed by the signer without revealing any information about the message or its
signature. Firstly, in the year 1996, Mambo [2, 3], introduced the concept of proxy signatures and proposed
several constructions. It allows an original signer to delegate his signing power to a designated person, called
the proxy signer, who has the power to act on behalf of the original signer. Proxy blind signature is an impor-
tant extension of basic proxy signature; it can be widely used in many practical applications.

The first proxy blind signature scheme was introduced by Lin and Jan [4]. Later, there are two new schemes
have been proposed, one is Tan’s scheme [5], using schnorr’s blind signature scheme based on discrete loga-
rithm problem (DLP) and elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) respectively. The other one is Lal
et al.’s scheme [6], which is based on Mambo [2, 3], proxy signature scheme. Afterwards, Wang and Wang [7],
proposed a proxy blind signature scheme based on ECDLP in 2005. However, Yang and Yu [8], proved that
Wang and Wang’s scheme did not meet the security properties and proposed an improved proxy blind signa-
ture scheme in 2008, but their scheme does not satisfy the unforgeabilty property. The proxy blind signature
scheme focuses on both privacy and authentication, it should meet the following security properties -

Distinguishability: The normal signature made by the original signer, and the proxy blind signature
made by the proxy signer both are distinguishable.

Identifiability: Anybody can confirm the identities of the original signer and the proxy signer.
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Prevention of misuse: The proxy key pair should be used only for creating a proxy signature, which
conforms to delegation information.

Nonrepudiation: The original signer and the proxy signer both cannot later falsely claim that they have
not performed the signing procedures.

Unforgeability: No one, other than the proxy signer, can produce a valid proxy blind signature.

Unlinkability: The proxy signer or the original signer unable to link the relevance between the blinded
message he signed and the revealed signature.

Verifiability: Any arbitrary verifier can be able to verify the proxy blind signature correctly.

Recently, Pradhan and Mohapatra [9], also proposed a new proxy blind signature scheme based on ECDLP.
They claim that their scheme is secure and satisfy all the required properties. Unfortunately, their scheme
cannot hold the unlinkability property. In this paper the scheme of Pradhan and Mohapatra [9], is improved
in such a way, that the presented signature scheme fulfill the unlinkability property.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Elliptic curve cryptography

The modern-day elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) begins with Koblitz [10] and Miller [11], they provide
attractive alternative cryptosystem independently, because its security is based on ECDLP, and it is more
efficient as compared with the traditional exponential cryptosystem like RSA [12] and ElGamal [13]. ECC
operates over a group of points on an elliptic curve and offers a level of security comparable to classical
cryptosystems that uses much larger key’s. ECC offers the same security level with a shorter key’s [14].
Therefore, the applications that use ECC for such devices will require fewer processor loops, less memory
size, smaller key lengths, and less power consumption when compared with the applications using other
public key cryptosystem algorithms. With growing potential in e-commerce, ECC systems will be considered
to be an important alternative solution to ensure robust security.

2.2 Elliptic curve over finite galois field Fq

Let q ≥ 3 be any prime number and a, b ∈ Fq, such that 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 in Fq, this condition ensures that
the defined elliptic curve has no multiple roots of unity. An elliptic curve E(Fq), defined by the parameters a
and b is the set of all solutions (x, y) ∈ Fq, to the equation y2 = x3 + ax + b. These points (x, y) together with
an extra point at infinity, form an abelian group.

2.3 Addition law for points on elliptic curve

1. Point of identity - The point O is said to be the point of identity if,

P + O = O + P = P, ∀ P ∈ E(Fq).

2. Negation of a point - Let a point P(x, y) ∈ E(Fq), then any point with coordinate values (x,−y) is said
to be negation of P. The negation of point P is denoted by −P. This is because, their sum gives identity
element, particularly (x, y) + (x,−y) = O.

3. Addition of points - Let P(x1, y1), Q(x2, y2) ∈ E(Fq), then P + Q = R ∈ E(Fq) and coordinate (x3, y3) of
R is given by

x3 = λ2 − x1 − x2

y3 = λ(x1 − x3)− y1,

where λ =
y2 − y1

x2 − x1
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4. Doubling of point - Let us take a point P(x1, y1) ∈ E(Fq), where P 6= −P, then P + P = 2P = (x3, y3),
and coordinate values (x3, y3) are obtained as follows

x3 = (
3x2

1 + a
2y1

)2 − 2x1

y3 = (
3x2

1 + a
2y1

)(x1 − x3)− y1 .

2.4 Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP)

The security of elliptic curve cryptosystem relies on the intractability of ECDLP. Let us consider an elliptic
curve E(Fq) over a finite field and a point P of order n. For an element Q (Q 6= P), the problem is to find an
integer d such that Q = dP, where 1≤ d ≤ n− 1. The number d = logPQ, is called the discrete logarithm of Q
to the base P.

3 Review of Pradhan and Mohaptra’s proxy blind signature scheme

In this section, Pradhan and Mohapatra’s [9], efficient proxy blind signature scheme based on ECDLP
given in detail. The proposed scheme is divided into five phases: (1) System parameters, (2) Proxy delegation,
(3) Blind signing, (4) Signature extraction and (5) Signature verification.

(1) System Parameters and Notations

Uo – Original Signer
Up – Proxy Signer
Ur – Signature Requester
B – Base Point

h(.) – Hash Function
xo – Private key of Original Signer
yo – Public key of Original Signer, yo = xoB
xp – Private key of proxy signer
yp – Public key of proxy signer, yp = xpB
mw – Warrant, contains the identity’s information of the original signer and

the proxy signer, validation periods of delegation, limits of authority.

(2) Proxy Delegation

The proxy signing key pair (Spr, ypr) is generated as follows:

• Original Signer Uo, randomly chooses ko, where (1 < ko < n) and computes

Ro = koB = (xRo , yRo )

ro = xRo mod n

so = xo + koh(mw‖ro) mod n

• Now Uo, sends (Ro, so, mw) to the proxy signer Up, through a secure channel.

• Then Up checks,
soB = Roh(mw‖ro) + yo

If it is correct, Up accepts it, and computes the proxy signer’s secret key

Spr = xp + so

and the corresponding proxy public key is

ypr = yo + yp + Roh(mw‖ro) = BSpr
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(3) Blind Signing

• Proxy signer Up, select a number kp randomly, such that 1 < kp < n and compute

Rp = kpB = (xRp , yRp )

rp = (Rp)x

and then send (Ro, Rp, mw), to signature requester Ur.

• Signature requester Ur randomly select three numbers a, b, c and compute

r = Rp + bB− ypr(a + c) mod n

provided r 6= 0, otherwise select a, b, c again. Now signature requester Ur computes

e∗ = h(r‖m)

e = e∗ − c− a (3.1)

and sends e to the proxy signer Up.

• After receiving e, Up computes
S′ = eSpr + kp

and send S′ to receiver.

(4) Signature Extraction

After receiving S′, the receiver Ur computes

S = S′ + b (3.2)

Finally, the proxy blind signature of the message m is (mw, ro, m, e∗, S).

(5) Signature Verification

The recipient of proxy blind signature verifies (mw, ro, m, e∗, S), by checking

e∗ = h((SB− e∗ypr)‖m) (3.3)

if it is true, then the proxy blind signature is valid one else reject it.

4 Absence of unlinkability in Pradhan and Mohapatra’s scheme

In Pradhan and Mohapatra’s scheme, the signature requester Ur, uses three blinding factor a, b and c. The
signature requester Ur, verify the proxy blind signature (mw, ro, m, e∗, S), and after this the signature is made
open by the requester. The proxy signer uses his signing data (S′i, ei, Rpi ), which he stores purposely, to find
link between proxy blind signatures and his signed messages. Using stored records, he can find one of the
blinding factor b from the equation (3.2), as b = S− S′i. It is difficult to find the rest of the blind factors a and c
separately, so he find sum of the blinding factors a and c from the equation (3.1). Let the sum of the blinding
factors a and c is, a + c = e∗ − e = α, so with this sum α and previously calculated blinding factor b, proxy
signer compute

R̄ = SB− e∗ypr (4.1)

Finally, the proxy signer can check the equation

R̄ = Rpi + bB− ypr α (4.2)

if the values from equations (4.1) and (4.2) are same then, the proxy signer is able to find linkage between the
proxy blind signature and his signed blind message. This shows that Pradhan and Mohapatra’s scheme is
insecure, because there is absence of unlinkability.
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5 Improved proxy blind signature based on ECDLP

In this section the proposed improved proxy blind signature is given. The system parameters and nota-
tions are same as used in Pradhan and Mohapatra [9].

(1) Proxy Delegation

• The original signer Uo , randomly chooses 1 < ko < n, and computes

Ro = koB = (x1, y1)

ro = x1 mod n

so = xo + koh(mw‖ro)

• The original signer Uo , sends (Ro, so, mw), to the proxy signer Up , through secure manner.

• When the proxy signer Up , receives (Ro, so, mw), from the original signer, he checks the following
equation

soB = Roh(mw‖ro) + yo

If this equation holds, the proxy signer accepts the proxy delegation, and computes the proxy secret key
as

spr = xp + so mod n

and the corresponding proxy public key is

ypr = yo + yp + Roh(mw‖ro) mod n

(2) Blind Signing

• The proxy signer Up randomly chooses 1 < kp < n and computes Rp = kp = (x2, y2) and rp = x2
mod n and sends (Ro, Rp, mw) to the requester.

• The requester Ur, randomly chooses three blinding factors a, b and c, then he computes

R̄ = aRp + bB + cypr

If R̄ = O, then the requester must attempt other combinations of (a, b, c) until R̄ 6= O. The requester
then computes

e∗ = h(R̄‖m) mod n

and
e = a−1(e∗ + c) mod n

and sends the blind message e to the proxy signer.

• After receiving e, the proxy signer computes

S′′ = espr + kp mod n

and sends S′′ back to the requester.

• The requester computes
S = S′′a + b mod n

Finally, the proxy blind signature of the message is (mw, ro, m, e∗, S).
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(3) Verification

The verifier verifies the validity of the proxy blind signature by checking the following equation

e∗ = h((SB− e∗ypr)‖m) (5.1)

If this equation holds then only the signature is valid otherwise invalid.

6 Security analysis of the proposed scheme

In this section, it is shown that the presented improved proxy blind signature scheme satisfies the security
requirements according to the definitions in [9].

(a) Distinguishbility

The warrant mw, is one of the component of the presented proxy blind signature (mw, ro, m, e∗, S), so
anyone can distinguish the proxy blind signature from the normal signature.

(b) Identifiability

Using the verification equation (5.1), and the content of the warrant mw, the verifier or other users can
determine the identity of the corresponding proxy signer Up, from the proxy signature.

(c) Nonrepudiation

In the presented scheme, since only the proxy signer Up , know the proxy secret key spr, so no one can
else produce S′′. Therefore, the proxy signer Up, cannot deny having signed the message on behalf of
original signer.

(d) Prevention of Misuse

The message warrant mw, is very vital part of proposed proxy blind signature scheme. This mw, in-
cludes information regarding the identity of the original signer Uo, the proxy signer Up, message type
to be signed by the proxy signer, and delegation period, etc. Using the proxy key, the proxy signer Up
cannot sign messages that have not been authorized by the original signer. In this way the misuse of
key’s of original signer and proxy signer is prevented.

(e) Unforgeability

If an adversary wants to forge a valid proxy blind signature (mw, ro, m̄, ē, S̄), such that it can pass the ver-
ification equation ē = h((S̄B − ēypr)‖m̄), the adversary has to solve S̄ . It is difficult to do that because
he has to solve the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) which is assumed to be infeasible.

(f) Unlinkability

Suppose that the proxy signer records all messages he signed (S′′i , ei, Rpi ). After the proxy, blind signa-
ture (mw, ro, m, e∗, S), is revealed in the public by the requester, the proxy signer still unable to find the
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blinding factor a, b and c by computing the following equation:

ei = a−1(e∗ + c) mod n

S = S′′i a + b mod n

Thus, he cannot check if the equation R̃ = aRpi + bB + cypr, holds, meaning the proxy signer unable to
trace the proxy blind signature with the corresponding signature transcript.

(g) Verifiability

The verifier Ur, can verify the proxy blind signature by checking the equation (5.1). The correctness of
the proxy blind signature is obtained as follows

SB− e∗ypr = (S′′a + b)B− e∗ypr

= (espr + kp)aB + bB− e∗ypr

= espraB + kpaB + bB− e∗ypr

= a−1(e∗ + c)aypr + aRp + bB− e∗ypr

= e∗ypr + cypr + aRp + bB− e∗ypr

= aRp + bB + cypr

= R̄

In summary, it is shown that the construction based on ECDLP is secure because, it can achieve the un-
linkability property. Hence the proposed scheme satisfies all the security requirements of the proxy blind
signature.

7 Conclusion

In this article, a linkability attack mounted on Pradhan and Mohapatra’s proxy blind signature scheme,
and it is demonstrated that how their scheme is insecure due to the absence of unlinkability property. This
proposed proxy blind signature scheme holds all the security properties of both proxy and blind signature
scheme. The security of the proposed schemes is based on the difficulty of the elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem (ECDLP).
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